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Abstract 
This paper aims to develop a novel road sectional characteristic cluster matching algorithm for selecting the highly-
correlated road sectional samples and studying the relationship between Physical Characteristics (PC) and Traffic 
Flow Characteristics (TFC).  After analyzing the mapping relationship between PC and TFC of road sections, a 
system optimization-based cluster matching algorithm is proposed. Compared with the individual optimization-based 
algorithm, the proposed algorithm could provide more accurate matching results, especially when the road sectional 
sample size is large and the cluster numbers of both physical characteristic matrix and traffic flow characteristic 
vector are small. 
 
© 2012 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and peer-review under responsibility of Beijing Jiaotong 
University (BJU) and Systems Engineering Society of China (SESC).  
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1.  Introduction 
For a certain road section, its traffic flow characteristics (Capacity, free-flow speed, critical speed, and 
jam density) are highly correlated with the physical characteristics (number of lanes, lane width, and ramp 
distances, etc.) (TRB, 2000).  Therefore, building relationship models between sectional traffic flow 
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characteristic parameters and physical characteristic parameters becomes a basic but critical and widely 
used method while conducting the road section-based traffic flow analysis.Kim et. al (2001) built a 
relationship model between capacities of freeway work zones and several critical impact factors such as 
heavy vehicle rate, number of closed lanes, etc., using the multivariate linear regression.  After conducting 
a simulation by integration, Zhang and Rakha (2006) described the capacity at freeway weaving sections 
by the length of the weaving section, weaving ratio, heavy vehicle rate and speed limit differential 
between the freeway and on - and - off ramps.  Zhao and Yu (2011) analyzed 160 sectional traffic flow 
data from expressways in Beijing, and built the free-flow speed model, capacity model, speed-at-capacity 
model and jam density model respectively, which independent variables of the models are the physical 
characteristic parameters. 
During the modeling process, the quality of sectional samples determines the quality of models.  
Theoretically, highly-correlated sectional samples will increase the accuracy of models.  However, fewer 
researches have focused on this particular data processing procedure.  Zhao, et. al (2011) has proposed a 
method to obtain the highly-correlated road sectional samples by clustering sectional traffic flow 
characteristics and physical characteristics respectively, and then matching these two groups of clusters in 
accordance with their inherent general character, and treating the intersection sample set of the matched 
cluster groups as the highly-correlated samples.  This idea is presented in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. Illustration of data sets with strong correlations of sectional characteristics of expressways 
 
To get clusters of road sectional characteristics which contain traffic flow characteristics (TFC) and 
physical characteristics (PC), many existing cluster algorithms could be used, such as the K-Means 
Cluster Algorithm and SAGA-K-Means Cluster Algorithm (Zhao, et. al 2011).  After the cluster number 
and cluster scenario of each TFC and PC are obtained, the following critical issue is how to combine these 
two types of clusters, and namely how to conduct the cluster matching.  However, it is found that less 
research focused on this issue.  Zhao, et. al (2011) has proposed an individual optimization-based cluster 
matching algorithm.  However, no efforts worked on the system optimization-based algorithm. 
In light of the background provided above, the primary objective of this research is to propose the 
system optimization-based road sectional characteristic cluster matching method to match TFC clusters 
and PC clusters, thereby selecting the highly-correlated sectional samples. 
2.  Problem description  
Assuming that there are m  links in the road network, for all links, if it is supposed that n PC 
parameters are selected as the independent variables in the relationship formula with each TFC parameter, 
then the PC matrix can be represented as 1 2{ , , , }mP P P , where iP  is a n-dimensional vector, and the 
traffic flow characteristic vector can be represented as 1 2{ , , , }mT T T .  After conducting the cluster 
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algorithm (Zhao, 2011), the cluster number of PC matrix is PK , and cluster number of TFC is TK .  The 
cluster scenarios of both PC matrix and TFC vector could be obtained as well.  Then, the weighted 
intersection data matrix could be established as an important foundation of the road sectional 
characteristic cluster matching model as shown in Table 1. 
 
Table 1. Weighted intersection data matrix of PC-TFC 
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ijd  in the matrix represents the number of intersection samples of i th cluster of PC and j th cluster of 
TFC.  The most right column indicates the sectional sample size of each PC cluster, while the last row 
represents the sectional sample size of each TFC cluster.  The data in the lower right corner. 
1 1
P TK K
iji j
d
  ¦ ¦  
is total sectional samples of the study road network.  The highlighted matrix elements are the weighed 
intersection data which are constructed to eliminate the impact of the difference of sample sizes in rows 
and columns.  These matrix elements are the key parameters in the subsequent road sectional 
characteristic cluster matching model.  The larger value of  
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indicates that the i th cluster of PC and the j th cluster of TFC are better matching. 
Since the weighted intersection data matrix is constructed, an effective algorithm should be proposed 
subsequently as the road sectional characteristic cluster matching model.   
3.  Methodology 
For the purpose of cluster matching, the matching principle is proposed first:   
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Step 1: in the upper matrix, select the larger value from pK  and TK , and treat the corresponding PC or 
TFC clusters as the basic clusters;  
Step 2: find out the largest ijW  in each iteration, and combine the corresponding i th cluster of PC and 
j th cluster of TFC as the matched clusters.  
According to this matching principle, two issues should be figured out: (1) how many types of mapping 
relationships exist between PC and TFC clusters; and (2) What algorithm could be used to search the 
largest ijW  and combine the corresponding clusters. These two issues will be discussed in the following 
subsections. 
3.1. Mapping relationship analysis 
As mentioned before, theoretically, for a certain road section, PC and TFC have inherent correlations.  
Based on the traffic flow theory, pre-analyses of possibilities of mapping relationships are conducted as 
follows: 
(1) The mapping relationship of PC and TFC couldn’t be “1: 0” or “0: 1”. 
Both PC matrix and TFC vector are only different descriptions of the same road sectional sample sets.  
Therefore, no matter which kinds of characteristics are selected to conduct the road sectional clustering, 
each road section has one group of PC and one group of TFC at the same time.  Thus, the mapping 
relationship of PC and TFC couldn’t be “1: 0” or “0: 1”. 
(2) The mapping relationship of PC and TFC could be “1: 1” or “N: 1”.   
“1: 1” mapping relationship indicates that one group of PC could only lead to one group of TFC, and 
one group of TFC could only be leaded by one group of PC.  This relationship is consistent with the 
traffic flow theory. 
“N: 1” mapping relationship represents that different groups of PC may lead to the same group of TFC.  
It is considered as a possible phenomenon.  Although single PC elements in different PC groups may be 
various, the effect of one PC element on TFC may cancel that of another PC element on TFC out, and the 
comprehensive effect of all elements in one PC group is probably the same as that in another PC group. 
(3) The mapping relationship of PC and TFC couldn’t be “1: N”. 
“1: N” mapping relationship indicates that one group of PC could lead to several groups of TFC.  
Since PC parameters are considered as the independent variables in PC-TFC linear models, the different 
TFC (dependent variable) could only be estimated by different groups of PC.  This phenomenon will only 
happen while some critical PC impact factors are missing, and not be included in current PC parameters. 
According to the analyses provided above, three relationships between PK  and TK  are analyzed 
respectively: 
(1) P TK K    a) The weighted intersection data matrix is a square matrix. 
b) In this square matrix, since the mapping relationship of PC and TFC couldn’t be “1: 0”, “0: 1” or 
“1: N”, the only possible mapping relationship of PC clusters and TFC clusters is “1: 1”. 
(2) P TK K!   a) The weighted intersection data matrix is not a square matrix. 
b) In this matrix, the possible mapping relationship of PC clusters and TFC clusters is “N: 1”. 
(3) P TK K   a) Erroneous results. The clustering algorithm should be examined, or some critical PC impact 
factors are missing, and the PC parameters should be re-selected. 
In summary, the possible mapping relationships of PC clusters and TFC clusters are “1: 1” when 
P TK K , and “N: 1” when p TK K! .  They will be used to set the optimization steps. 
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3.2. Cluster matching algorithm 
After obtained the mapping relationships of PC clusters and TFC clusters, the system-optimization-
based cluster matching algorithm is proposed subsequently.  The objective of this algorithm is to 
maximize the sum of ijW , where the i  th cluster of PC and the j  th cluster of TFC are the matched 
clusters.  The detailed steps are described as follows:   
Step 1: If P TK K! , then search the largest ijW   in each row of the weighted intersection data matrix, 
and obtain PK  data ( large ijW ). 
Step 2: Select the smallest P TK K  data from the obtained PK  data (large ijW ), and remove the 
corresponding rows from the matrix to another empty matrix.  Then the TK  order square matrix is 
obtained.  And the empty matrix becomes ( )P T TK K K u  matrix.  
Step 3: Conduct the traversal of square matrix, and list all combinations of ijW  according to “1: 1” 
mapping relationship of PC clusters and TFC clusters.  If P TK K , the algorithm starts from this step.  
Step 4: Calculate the sum of ijW  of each combinations, and select the combination which has the 
largest sum as the matched result.  The corresponding PC clusters and TFC clusters are the matched 
clusters.  Output these matched relationships of clusters.  
Step 5: If P TK K , then the algorithm terminates.  If P TK K! , go to step 6. 
Step 6: For the ( )P T TK K K u  matrix obtained in Step 2, select the largest P TK K  data from this matrix, and choose the corresponding PC clusters and TFC clusters as the matched clusters.  Add these 
matched relationships of clusters into output files, and the algorithm terminates. The sectional samples 
that exist in final matched relationship file are the intersection samples, which are considered as the PC 
and TFC highly-correlated samples. 
4.  Algorithm performance analysis 
The performances of the proposed system optimization-based road sectional characteristic cluster 
matching algorithm are analyzed.  A comparison in both algorithm features and complexity is conducted 
between the proposed algorithm and the existing individual optimization-based algorithm.  The 
comparison result is shown in Table 2. 
 
Table 2. Performance comparison results of two algorithms 
 System Optimization-Based Algorithm (SOBA) Individual Optimization-Based Algorithm (IOBA) 
Features 
(1) The pair of clusters with larger ijW  have no 
absolute priority to be considered as matched clusters; 
(2) The probability of matching error is relatively 
low. 
(1) The matching priority of the pair of 
clusters increases with the increase of value of 
ijW ; 
(2) The probability of matching error 
increases with the decrease of value of ijW . 
Complexity 
(1) 1 1 1 1 12 11 2T T TK K K
C C C C C   , when P TK K ; 
(2) 1 1 1 1 12 11 2 ( )T T TP P TK K K
K C C C C C K K    , 
when P TK K! . 
(1) 1PK  or 1TK  , when P TK K ; 
(2) ( , )P TMax K K , when P TK K! . 
 
From Table 2, it turns out that although the proposed algorithm has a little larger calculation cost, it 
could improve the accuracy of matching in whole system.  When there are large amount of sectional 
samples, this improvement will be more significant since the difference between clusters of PC or TFC 
will be larger and the matching relationship of PC and TFC clusters will be significant.  In terms of 
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complexity, the cluster numbers of PC matrix and TFC vector are highly related to the complexity.  
Therefore, if the cluster numbers are smaller, SOBA will provide an efficient and highly-accurate cluster 
matching results, and the highly-correlated sectional samples could be obtained for the PC-TFC modeling.  
The application conditions of these two algorithms are listed in Table 3.  
 
Table 3. Application conditions of two algorithms 
  SOBA IOBA 
Sample Size 
Large  ¥ 
Small ¥  
Cluster Numbers 
Large ¥  
Small  ¥ 
5. Conclusion 
For selecting the highly-correlated road sectional samples as the critical data set while building the 
relationship models between physical characteristics and traffic flow characteristics, a novel road 
sectional characteristic cluster matching algorithm is proposed.According to the proposed algorithm, the 
system optimization could be achieved during the cluster matching process, and the highly-correlated 
sectional samples could be selected by this algorithm.Compared with the individual optimization-based 
algorithm, the proposed algorithm could provide more accurate matching result, especially while the road 
sectional sample size is large and the cluster numbers of both physical characteristic matrix and traffic 
flow characteristic vector are small. 
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